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Total compensation for presidents

"Die by deep discounts,
live by buying nothing"
p. 5

United States
George Bush
$569,000

Fairfield
Fr. Jeffrey von Arx:
$306,228*

Suffolk
David Sargent:
$2.8 million

UConn
Michael Hogan:
$610,000

Loyola (MD)
Rev. Brian Linnane:
$333,477*

Sacred Heart
Anthony Cernera:
$499,524

Money from s;i
if Welter Education, Private school

"Facing off
against AIDS"
p. 7
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Von Arx compensating for something:
University President donates salary to the Jesuit community, teachers also well-endowed
BY JOE CARRETTA

With the economy still faltering and the
nation pushing through financial struggles
not seen since the Great Depression, salary
figures for any prominent university or public
officials are being held under an even stronger
microscope than in previous years.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
recently released its annual salary survey of
the nation's public and private institutions.
The survey gathered data for the fiscal year

of 2007-2008 and ranked the average faculty
income by institution as well as the exact monetary compensation of university presidents.
The survey stated that University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx received an annual salary of $260,000, and a compensatory
benefits package worth $46,228. Von Arx
confirmed that these numbers were correct,
but said the salary does not end up in his
bank account.
"My salary in total is donated to the Jesuit
Community, as is the case with all Jesuits on

"All eyes on Britney:
Spears gives inside look
into her life in new MTV
documentary"
p. 9

University or Prep payroll," he said. "The Jesuits give me, as well as all Jesuits at Fairfield,
an allowance for personal expenses. When the
Jesuits have paid their expenses in a given
year, they customarily give back any excess
to the University and the Prep."
Last year, the Jesuits donated $100,000
back to Fairfield University and Fairfield
Prepatory School respectively, according to
von Arx.
SEE "LIBERAL" ON P.
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Keeping the faith:
University bookstore sells Catholic
gifts for the first time
BY RORY BERNIER

"Patriot games: Men's
basketball extends winning streak to three with
wins over Patriot League
champion American and
Holy Cross"
p. 16

Between the Fairfield Friday red clothing line and the shot glasses with inchtall stags lies Fairfield's newest commodity in the bookstore: rosary beads.
As the holiday season approaches, Catholic religious items are now available in the Fairfield University bookstore for the first time. They include a
selection of St. Ignatius medals, pendants and bracelets.
"As a Jesuit Catholic school, it should not have taken us 62 years to have religious items in our bookstore," said James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice president
for student services who oversees the bookstore.
"I am a little embarrassed that I did not think of these items sooner," he
said.
Fitzpatrick gave credit to Fairfield bookstore manager Barbara Farrell for
moving forward on the idea and products.
"The St. Ignatius prayer card addition is primarily to add to tradition and
to test the market," said Farrell.
An employee of the University for 14 years, Farrell believes that these particular religious items are an "appropriate fit" for students. According to Farrell,
the Jesuit medals are a proper addition for this kind of campus.
Pete Caty/The Mirror

Feliz navidad: The university bookstore now features religious items.

SEE "MIXED" ON P.
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.. where Fr. von Arx can throw some of that cash our way if he really
needs to get rid of it.

Jesuits to stay comfortable (and green)
with geothermal unit

BY KEITH CONNORS

Obama draws from GU Community
President-elect Barack Obama has turned to one
of the nation's most reputable Jesuit schools to aide in
his transition to the Presidency. The Illinois Senator
has appointed three Georgetown faculty members
and one graduate to his transition team. In addition,
Obama has nominated two of those appointments
for administrative positions.
Among the selections is former Senator Tom
Daschle, currently a visiting professor at Georgetown. Many pundits predict that Daschle will be
tabbed as Obama's choice for Secretary of Health
and Human Services.
Peter Caty/The Mirror

Source: The Hoya

Students take to the street, protest Prop. 8
On Nov. 21, a group of well over 120 Gonzaga
students joined Spokane, Wash, residents in front of
the city's mayoral hall in protest of Proposition 8, an
amendment that bans same-sex marriage in California. Voters in California ratified the amendment by
vote this past Election Day. An on-campus group
known as 'JoinThelmpact', an offshoot of the lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender community (LBGT) community group, led the demonstrations.
"It's an important issue and it's time to stand
up," said Elsa Sjunneson, Gonzaga senior and event
coordinator for JoinThelmpact. "We need to take
action and raise awareness about inequality."
Source: The Gonzaga Bulletin

Smoking distances cloudy: Groups
advocate enforcement of 25-foot
policy
To commemorate the Great American Smoke
Out, which was held on Nov. 20, members of
Marquette's Colleges Against Cancer and the Peer
Health Educators of the Center for Health Education & Promotion used chalk to designate areas
in which people were permitted to smoke. As per
university rules, smokers are forced to smoke only
in marked areas on campus, which includes at least
25 feet from all academic buildings on campus.
Members of the school's Residence Hall Association discussed possible legislation that would
make it legal for resident assistants to fine smokers
that violated these rules, but the legislation did not
pass due to the difficulty of its implementation.
Source: The Marquette Tribune

mmtsssssm

The green zone: Shortly before the Thanksgiving break, more than 60 students and faculty members involved in environmental classes received a special preview of the geothermal heating and cooling system that will be installed as part
of the new green Jesuit Residence. Above, Paul Aldrich (left), a representative from the Boston-based environmental
consulting firm Haley & Aldrich Associates, joins the University's Associate Vice President & Director of Facilities Management David Frassinelli in revealing one of 15 wells of the geothermal unit. By integrating this .heating and cooling
technology, the energy is expected to save over 30 percent in energy savings compared to conventional systems. The
unit, said to cost around $300,000, and the entire Jesuit Residence is expected to see a mid-August completion date,
according to Frassinelli. For more pictures from the presentation and tour of the JesRes site, visit Fairfieldmirror.com.

Mixed reaction about Catholic bookstore items
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Historically, these items are sold through religiouslyoriented shops which have a conscientiously ethical apBut the bookstore at Fairfield is only selling Catholic proach to the size of their profit option," said Associate
items, as opposed to other religions and religious traditions Director of Campus Ministry Conor O'Kane.
of which students attending the University are members.
O'Kane wonders if the bookstore has a conscientiously
Worldwide, from 1990 to 2000, followers of Chris- ethical approach in selling these items for the first time.
tianity and Judaism increased by less than 10 percent,
"I wonder if Follett management is taking a similar
while followers
approach to
of Hinduism
selling these
increased 273
items," he said.
percent, Bud"Ethically, I
dhism 170 perwould have a
cent and Islam
hard time sup109 percent,
porting them
according to
if they make
the Pew Forum
a great deal
on Religion
of profit on
and American
them."
Life study.
Other stuA
t
dents feel that
Fairfield, stuthese religious
dent reaction
items are conremains varied.
venient for
Some stuthe University
dents feel that
community.
Fairfield may
"It gives
Photo Illustration by Peter Caty
be exploiting
people the
Catholic mer- Rosy rosary: For sale in the bookstore are rosary beads and St. Ignatius cards
option to buy
among other things.
chandise for the
those items for
wrong reasons.
their family,"
"They never did it before," said Emily Coville '09. said Michael Csorba '09. "You cannot find them anywhere
"Why are they doing it now?"
outside of the Jesuit community."
"I wonder whether they are suddenly trying to promote
Yet others asked about materials from other faiths.
the fact that this is a Jesuit school and that is the reason why
"Why aren't they selling other items of religion? Are
they are selling these items," said Pamela English '11.
we forcing our religion on everyone? I do not see how they
At Fairfield, the Follett Higher Education Group is relate to the holidays at all," said English.
stationed at the bookstore. Farrell is testing the market to see
With Thanksgiving and Christmas are around the corhow much money these new items will bring in profit.
ner, Farrell thought it would be an "appropriate fit" for shopThere is some ethical concern in Campus Ministry pers who want to get some early shopping in, as she said
about the intentions of the bookstore in selling these items the aim is to "give the gift of spirituality this season."
for significant profit.

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

University takes part in AIDS
Awareness Week
The FACE'AIDS chapter of
Fairfield University participated in
the global AIDS Awareness Week,
which took place from Dec. 1-Dec. 5.
The chapter planned a series of events
throughout the week in order to spread
a consciousness of the global impact of
HIV and AIDS.
In addition to selling pins which
show AIDS awareness and a Thursday
night showing of AIDS documentary
"A Closer Walk,: FACE AIDS hosted
Fairfield alumus Marco Ambrosio
'07 Wednesday night. According to a
University press* release, Ambrosio
planned a public lecture and slide presentation on "Rwanda: From Genocide
to Hope," documenting his own studies
of the AIDS epidemic.

Government panel predicts
biological terrorist attack by
2013
A blue-ribbon panel compiled by
Congress recently announced its conclusion that a terrorist attack with the use of
a weapon of mass destruction will occur
sometime in the next five years, according to a CNN report. The panel believes
the weapons used will be biological
rather than nuclear.
The report states that not only would
a biological attack would consequence in
ten times more casualties than a nuclear
attack, it is also easier to carry out because of the availability of biological
weapons. However, the panel also said
that the development of nuclear weapons
is increasing worldwide, so there is still a
threat of a nuclear terrorist attack.

New details emerge on Mumbai
terrorist attacks
As investigation into the Mumbai ter: rorist attacks in India last week continue,
: the New York Times reported that Indian I
: police have said the attackers all came by:
: ship from the Pakistani port of Karachi. I
: This is the first direct link of the attacks •
: to Pakistan.
The attacks,which left 173 people:
Idead, were carried out by 10 attackers,:
I all of whom are thought to be linked to:
Ithe militant Islamist group Lashkar-e-j
ITaiba. According to the article, one of:
I the captured gunmen admitted to being I
: a member of the group; no mastermind:
: behind the attacks has been determined:
: thus far.
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Recession is (ho-hum) official
consumers are already concerned with rising
unemployment, and bailout packages, the fact
that it's finally considered a recession won't
(THE DAILY IOWAN)
have a huge impact on them," Solow said.
Beth Ingram, the associate dean for
A research group on Monday confirmed
undergraduate programs in the Iowa Tippie
University of Iowa professors' suspicions the
College of Business, acknowledged the effect
nation has entered into a true recession.
of the stock market plunge but said unless
"It's not like naming who won 'American
people are trading on a daily basis, the flucIdol,'" said Iowa economics Associate Profestuation of the market doesn't have as severe
sor John Solow. "It's not
of an effect.
hard to figure out we're in
"What it does is make
a negative economic situpeople nervous, but it
ation. This shouldn't come
doesn't necessarily change
as a surprise to people."
their consumer patterns,"
The recession anshe said.
nouncement from the NaSolow said the reactional Bureau of Economic
tion from the stock market
Research comes in the
isn't necessarily a reflecwake of two consecutive
tion of consumers, but
quarters of a decreasing
rather firms and investors
gross domestic product.
who are able to control the
This is the first classimarket movement.
fied recession since 2001.
There was little reAccording to the National
action Monday from inBureau of Economic Revestors and policymakers,
search, the country enwho have been working to
tered into this recession
revive the economy. The
exactly one year ago, in
drastic fluctuation in stock
Contributed Photo
Dec. 2007.
prices are familiar sights
Big Three bailout: GM is one of the Detriot's Big Three automakers, including
Monday's announce- Chrysler and Ford. The companies recently lobbied Congress for bailout money. for many traders and ofment was met with a
ficials - reactions, overall,
680-point drop in the Dow Jones Industrial a big hit."
were placid.
Average — the fourth-biggest single-session
Meanwhile, the auto industry's second
"Most policymakers have been anticipatdecline in history.
trip to Congress is expected to be better than ing this for weeks now, meaning we're not
The National Bureau of Economic the first. GM, Ford, and Chrysler must submit going to see an immediate change in the way
Research also takes social elements into proposals today for how they will use a $25 things are moving," Ingram said.
consideration when determining a recession. billion bailout.
Solow agreed.
Retail, manufacturing, and employment are
Unemployment rose to 6.5 percent across
"What it means is that they finally said,
all weighed.
the nation in October, leaving 10.1 million 'Yeah, OK, our economy is hurting,'" he said.
Over the four-day Thanksgiving week- Americans without jobs, according to the U.S. "Unfortunately, this isn't the sort of thing
end, retailers saw a 7.2 percent increase in Bureau of Labor.
where an official announcement is going to
sales compared with last year, according to
"It doesn't matter who announces it - change anything about the situation."
BY AMANDA MCCLURE/U-WIRE

the National Retail Federation. However, the
$41 billion four-day weekend could mean
consumers won't spend as much throughout
the holiday season.
"The fact that we saw record numbers
on Black Friday says that shoppers were still
out in full force, and it was largely because
of the abundant sales," Iowa economics student Dave Drustrup said. "Because of that
influx of activity, the next month could take

Liberal arts teachers paid less on average
CONTINUED FROM P.
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He added that the Jesuit Community is usually one of the
biggest donors to the University and Prep in a given year, and
went on to explain how the benefits package is determined and
put to use by the Jesuit community.
"All University employees get a benefits package that includes
health care and retirement as part of their contract," he said. "Since
the Society of Jesus covers this for us Jesuits, the University gives the equivalent cost
of benefits directly to the Jesuit Community
to offset this expense."
The benefit package is a fixed percentage of salary.
In addition to this compensation package, von Arx lives in the President's house
on Round Hill Road, which belongs to the
University, and takes his meals either at the
St. Ignatius House on Barlow Road or hosts
VON ARX
a dinner at the President's house, which he
said is often used for the "University entertainment."
Other Jesuit schools such as Loyola College of Maryland and
Fordham University, which are of comparable size and ranking to
Fairfield, pay their presidents a total compensation of $333,447
and $0 respectively, according to the report.
When asked about the discrepancies between different universities, von Arx said all university presidents who are Jesuits
receive a salary, and all of the salaries are contributed to the Jesuit
communities they live in. He added that he would be willing to
work for free, but that the Jesuits, especially those who are currently retired, depend on his salary to cover daily expenses.
Other Connecticut schools like Sacred Heart University give
their president a total compensation of over $500,000 including
benefits and expense accounts. Quinnipiac University President
John Lahey receives $585,200 in total annual compensation.

Faculty Salaries
The Chronicle report also included a full estimate of faculty
salaries at various universities. The average annual salary for a full
time professor at Fairfield is $105,700, with men making — oh
average — slightly more than women.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that different

concentrations such as accounting and engineering pay faculty
more than those teaching in the liberal arts program and profession within the University.
Paul Caster, an associate professor of accounting, said the
main reason for the difference in salaries for teachers in different
subjects can be traced directly back to the market.
"Professors in professional schools, such as business schools,
law schools, engineering schools and medical schools, can make
much more money working in their profession than in teaching,"
he said. "To attract such people out of their professions and into
academia, schools need to offer somewhat higher salaries.
"Basic laws of supply and demand are at force here," said the
accounting professor.
While this trend is not exclusive to Fairfield, Caster added
that he does not think it is fair, since all teachers basically have the
same obligations even though they teach different subjects.
"Professors in liberal arts fields are doing the same things I
do, teaching, research and service, and I do not think it is fair in
that sense that they do the same things for less pay," he said.
Fairfield's 2006 tax return listed Michael Tucker as the highest paid professor. Tucker is listed as working 35 hours a week
while making $157,193 along with $33,372 in contributions to
his employee benefit plans.
The 2007 tax return listed men's basketball coach Ed Cooley
as the highest paid employee other than officers, directors and
trustees. Cooley makes $218,636 per year along with $45,045
contributed to his benefits plan and deferred compensation.
The tax returns also list the Dean of the School of Business
Norman Solomon as one of the highest paid employees as well,
along with Academic Vice President Orin Grossman and Senior
Vice President Billy Weitzer.
Winston Tellis, an information systems and operations management professor in the Dolan School of Business, said he is
satisfied with the salary he receives from the school, but believes
he could make more money working in the commercial world
where he said "salaries are typically higher."
"Professional schools all over the country and the world are
paid at a higher rate than faculty from some other disciplines,"
said Tellis.
"Certain professions such as doctors and lawyers as well as accounting and engineering are highly paid, and to attract candidates
to universities, they must be paid a reasonable salary," he said.
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Campi•us crime beat:
In short week, a stolen laptop and a trash bin set afire

Mirror

MIRROR

BY KERI HARRISON

Wednesday, November 26

Alexandra Gross
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Tuesday, November 25
4:30 a.m. There was a D.U.I, re
ported at the check point. The
vehicle was parked; the student
was taken to the Health Center
and later referred to Judicial.

12:50 a.m. A metal trash bin was found on
fire on Alumni Field. The fire was
extinguished.

8:50 a.m. The Dolan School
of Business reported a stolen
University laptop.
1:18 p.m. Canisius reported
a student's stolen laptop, an
Apple MacBook. The Fairfield
Police Department was called in.
3:07 p.m. A hit-and-run was reported in the Fairfield Prep parking lot.
The case is currently under investigation

Tom Cleary
MANAGING EDITOR

Saturday, November 29

Lily Norton
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

12:56 a.m. There was a
reckless operation of a vehicle
involving a Fairfield Prep student reported to Public Safety.

The Prim Edition

News Department

Monday, December 1
7:39 p.m. A narcotics violation
at the Townhouses was reported.
The Fairfield Police were notified and
the student(s) involved were referred
to Judicial.
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Tickets ON SALE NOW! !
Buy tix at the BCC Info desk!
12/3-12/10
lOAJVI - 7 F»M
Students-$25, Guests-$35
This concert depends on the sale of 500 tickets.
Tickets will be completely refunded in the event of a
cancellation. We need you. to buy tickets to make this show
happen!
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information at mirrorphotos@gmail.com
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for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Lily Norton at
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Newer Beach House
2008-2009 School Year 3 Bedroom Great
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PT Nanny Needed
Experienced nanny needed to care for 2 year old
& infant on Tu, & possibly W, Th, or F in Monroe.
Easy commute, hrs negotiable. 203-895-4149. Dr.
Jennifer Lee Magas
FOR RENT 2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE LANTERN POINT
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (203)261-6336
Fairfield Beach - College Place
House for Rent 2008/2009
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Pis call Sarah at 203.256.9436
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Veronica Florentino - Commentary Editor
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Chris Simmons- News Editor

Reshifting our focus
Monday marked the commencement of Fairfield's annual Face AIDS Week, drawing the University's attention
to the disease that plagues the lives of people everyday.
The number of adults, 15 years or older, living with AIDS
throughout the world has reached close to 33 million, according to the UNAIDS/WHO 2008 Report on the Global
AIDS Epidemic. In the U.S. alone, the number of people
infected in 2007 totaled 1.2 million, significantly higher
than those infected in areas including East Asia, Europe,
the Middle East and North Africa.
The events on campus this week were made possible
by the efforts of the University's FACE AIDS chapter,
Fairfield Sociology and Anthropology Professor Renee White and her "AIDS in the U.S." class have spent
countless hours organizing awareness efforts throughout
the week. All participants involved are shining examples of Fairfield's living and learning model, in which
students and faculty alike apply their knowledge in a
tangible, effective way.
While Fairfield alum Marco Ambrosio '07 will return to share his first-hand accounts of his global tour of
AIDS-ridden regions, several more students have other
priorities on their mind: Reading and discussing the latest
posts on Juicy Campus.
Juicy Campus, the latest obsession of the social
network-addicted generation, allows students to post any
degree of gossip anonymously. The site has gained popularity because it allows all content, no matter how damaging or personal, to remain posted.
It is somewhat discouraging that so many students
devote their time to these petty, hurtful sites during
Face AIDS Week, which is meant to promote awareness and charity.
Is discussing the most attractive guy on campus really
a more important topic in your life than discussing the 1.2
million Americans plagued with AIDS?
One of the promintent ideals held by the Jesuit community is to live a life in service to others. Considering
the holiday season, try and think of at least one thing you
can do for others before the end of the semester. Then, if
you must, go on Juicy Campus and talk about it.
How about a new topic: Most philanthropic guy on
campus?

In reference to "Die by deep discounts, live by buying nothing," by Alexandra Gross, below. To read more about opinions of
Christmas shopping, see He Said/She Said on p. 12, and go online and read "Deck the Halls" by Laura Downey. Still thinking
about shopping? E-mail your thoughts to mirror.comment@gmail.com.

Die by deep discounts, live by buying nothing
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

individuals are fearful that their paychecks will
not stretch as far this shopping season. New York
For many Americans, the Friday after Thanks- Times columnist Peter S. Goodman said it best in a
giving is filled with the excitement of the start of the recent column: "They [shoppers] were engaging in
holiday season. Refrigerators are full with leftovers, early-morning shopping as contact sport. American
and holiday music arid decorations can now be business has long excelled at creating a sense of:
enjoyed in a socially acceptable manner. However, shortage amid abundance, an anxiety that one must
this past Black Friday severely compromised this act now or miss out."
holiday cheer as the insatiable consumer appetite
The current economic crisis is making people
of more than 2,000 eager and ravenous Wal-Mart come to terms with the loss of their jobs, a reduced
shoppers led to the death of a 34-year-old man.
number of hours within the workweek and scaling
With a failing economy, droves of Americans back on certain luxuries. Americans may be faced
lined up during ungodly hours of the morning to with - gasp! - spending, buying and receiving less
reap the benefits of the latest discounts on home ap- this winter.
pliances, elec
While peotronics and oth
ple were maker items deemed 1
ing a statement
necessary for
by rushing the
those special
doors of Walsomeones on
Mart, compashopping lists.
rable energies
Stampedes of
were put toward
men and women
Buy Nothing
frantically enDay. This, countered stores on
ter movement to
their quest for
Black Friday is
gifts; yet, things
an international
turned horribly
effort to engage
awry when
individuals to
some Long Isshow more enland shoppers
thusiasm for nonPhoto consumer practrampled and
killed Wal-Mart ^xtrerne shopping can kill: Beating the rush may come with a price, tices, including
- . especially after the death of a Wal-Mart employee,
TJ.
temp Jdimytai
a return to nature
and to emphasize
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board. Damour and injured several others, including a pregnant woman. a reduction of the use of natural resources.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com
While no one could have anticipated Damour's
While this mindset may be a nightmare for
death, it remains a rather tragic and poignant ex- capitalist economists, this year's habits may force
ample that depicts just how far Americans will go people to reevaluate the true meaning of Christmas,
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
in the search for more "stuff," even placing goods Chanukah and other holiday traditions. It should
and contributions of its readers:
before
a human life.
not take the death of a wage-laborer, who was just
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
The
4
a.m.
shopping
lines
remain
unquestioned
as financially desperate at those eager shoppers, to
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
and considered normal, and are only reinforced and realize that the holidays should not involve frenzy
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
tolerated by the sense of immediacy fabricated by over buying things, but rather spent spending time
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
big business. During the shopping days from Friday with loved ones or participating in activities that
through Sunday of Thanksgiving weekend, total are truly enjoyed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
Knitting scarves or making cookies may not be
spending was $41 billion and each shopper spent an
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
average
7.2
percent
more
than
last
year,
according
a
first
choice for a holiday gift fix. but Americans
and personal attacks, and should contain cotrect and factual infotmation.
need
to
get their priorities straight during this seato
the
National
Retail
Federation.
Yet,
economists
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
speculate that this retail success will drop sharply son, which stresses charity and selflessness, and,
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
perhaps, put them on track for a more insightful,
during the coming weeks.
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
Coupled with fear over a devalued economy, less consumer-minded outlook in the new year.
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The party of the year is closer than you think
BY MEAGAN FLYNN

Anyone else feel like their creativity has been stifled
by HBO and core bio courses? Here's a quick fix: Throw
a theme party!
Weekends are great to blow off steam from the seemingly endless days of classes and studying in DiMenna,
but let's be honest—partying at Fairfield can get a little
bit repetitive.
Themed parties make playing dress up acceptable
even if it's not Halloween, and they're much more fun to
chat about in Barone the next morning.
So if you decide to take on the responsibility of
throwing a killer theme party, think big. There's absolutely nothing wrong with a kiddie pool in the middle of
a townhouse; even if it limits capacity, it makes swimsuit
attire acceptable. And if you're worried about whether or
not your costume will keep you from going to other "normal" parties, trust me from experience: there's no better
conversation starter than showing up in a catwalk-worthy
dress made out of a garbage bag.
Keep in mind that there is a very fine line between
an amazing theme party and a lame one. Whether you're
hosting or attending, theme parties require full commitment. If you're lost for ideas, collegetips.com has a list of

standard themes guaranteed to make your party a hit:
ABC (anything but clothes): Guests wear anything
but normal clothing. Spend the extra time on your unconventional outfit, and you'll be the hit of the party. (Well
done, guys!)
Graffiti/ Black light Party: Guests wear white

Perfecting your ABCs: Creativity makes the night
memorable.

T-shirts and hosts hand out sharpies (or highlighters, if
black light is available) to write on each other's shirts. A
few drinks in, and the messages on the shirts start getting
better. A great college keepsake.
Heaven and Hell: Champagne and wine on the top
floor, beer on the first, and hard liquor in the basement,
which is unfortunately not an option for the townhouses.
With fading memories of great basement parties freshman
year, I'm still bitter. But with a little tweaking—and hiding
of valuables—and I'm sure you could make this work.
Superhero Party: Dress as a superhero, or create
your own. An uncomfortable amount of spandex in one
room, but I bet it would be hilarious.
Also, the holidays are approaching, giving the perfect opportunity for a theme party. Don't just throw the
standard Christmas party. Fun themes like "ugly Christmas sweaters" or "Santa's little helpers" are much more
creative than standard green and red attire... regardless of
how many free red Fairfield shirts we've all accumulated
over the years.
It's almost the end of the semester, and, with finals
coming up, we're all itching to get out of here for a while.
Even though the work load is getting more demanding,
don't get lazy with your dedication to throwing the perfect
party. Take a risk, throw a theme party, and make some
great memories.

Spreading the Juicy news across campus
BY JANELLE CECCO

Spotted.
Yet another, unnecessary social network designed for college students to post
the "latest gossip."
The problem with gossip, which we
all know, is that nine times out of 10 it is
completely false. JuicyCampus.com not
only makes gossiping easy but also worry
free because every post is completely
anonymous.
So, if you want to get back at that
freshman girl who hooked up with the boy
that you have been trying to get to notice
you for the past year a half, why not submit
a new post so that everyone can read it and
anyone can reply to. Right?
Wrong.
Frankly, no one cares if you did not

get the attention of the boy that you are
obsessed with. Because when he wakes up
the next day, he probably does not remember the freshman's name and he probably
does not know that you wanted to be the
girl he took back to his room last night.
Howejver, it gets much worse. As if
people doi not have enough time on their
hands, rhiy find it necessary to submit
posts about a specific person, bashing their
sexuality,!'looks," social status, etc. These
people have no shame and no lives. What
gives anyone the right to degrade someone
who they probably have never said more
than a "hello" to in passing? There is no
justification for any of this.
What makes it worse is that once a
topic is started, anyone can add their two
cents in. By simply clicking "agree" or
"disagree" you then can say anything and

everything regarding the topic.
The sad thing is, this is just the beginning. As of Monday, Dec. 1 at 2:35 p.m.,
Fairfield University has 88 up-and-running
topics. Some topics include, "Worst person
to have at your party," "Craziest places
you've hooked up on campus" and "stupid
freshmen girls."
Come on. Are we serious? Is this what
really matters at Fairfield, or at any school
for that matter? For the five minutes that I
had to look at the site in order to find the
running number of topics, I frowned upon
some of the students who have the audacity to post these ridiculous topics.
One of the topics, tided "Gossip" has a
subheading that reads, "Just leave ALL OF
IT. Everything you heard, everything you
want other people to hear, even stuff you
feel like making up. Let's hear it."

What person, who has any self-respect, would even bother to post information about someone, let alone intentionally
posting something that is made-up?
The problem is, that some people do
not have any respect, for themselves or for
others, and think that by venting via Juicy
Campus, a weight will be lifted off of their
shoulders. In the end no one wins.
Whether it is a nasty text message, a
rumor spread by word-of-mouth, a post on
Juicy Campus or even a Burn Book, you
are stooping very, very To w. Don't "spill
the juice," because we all know it turns
out to be a mess in the end.
Be more productive with your lives.
Don't you spend enough hours browsing
through people's tagged photos on Facebook as it is?

Quit the 'Gossip': Minus the uniforms, Juicycampus.com lets you gossip somewhat like the professionals, and you don't even need to state your name.

Letter to the Editor: Vote for yourself
To the Editor,
Recently, there was a Letter to the Editor entitled,
"Voting for Obama goes against Jesuit ideals," (week of
Nov. 20, 2008) by Thomas Sheen, "A Concerned Alumnus." Mr. Sheen is correct in stating that Fr. Michael
Doody, Fr. Jeffrey von Arx and Professor Paul Lakeland
distorted the Church's official position on abortion. The
Church does indeed say that one should never vote for a
pro-choice candidate if there is a pro-life alternative.
Unfortunately, that is about as much as Sheen and I
can agree on. The problem with Sheen and the Christian
Right movement is that they obsess over these controversial social issues and never see the big picture. It is fair
to say that abortion was hardly even on the radar of most

voters in this election. The issue of this election was the
economy, the economy and the ECONOMY. People are
losing their homes and their jobs.
Frankly, most citizens just don't have time to debate
the endless minutia of the abortion issue right now.
Sheen is basically saying that he wants every Catholic
voter to become a robot and strictly vote according to
the teachings of the Catholic Church. If every Catholic
voter followed Sheen's advice, Catholics would almost
always vole only Republican, which is probably what he
wants anyway.
The thing that Sheen does not realize is that many
Catholic voters just do not care what the Catholic Church
says. If they did really care, Sheen would not have had
to write his letter.

The point I'm trying to make here is that it is a miracle
many voters do not blindly vote according to Church
teaching. That would be the end of the political process
because religious beliefs would be exploited for political
gain. People need to think on their own and they need to
make decisions that are best for them. That is where von
Arx, Lakeland and Doody got it right.
These men understand that Fairfield University's
purpose is to educate, not indoctrinate.
Sincerely,
Patrick Connolly '09
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Facing off against AIDS
Fairfield alum hopes
to 'inspire action'
with travels
BY SARAH TURNER

Photo Illustration by Meghan Schelzi

In your face: During World AIDS week, pamphlets were distributed with facts on AIDS by on-campus awareness groups.

FACE AIDS raises on-campus awareness of disease
BY SARAH TURNER

If 100 people in America had HIV/AIDS, 15 would be
between the ages of 13-24 years old.
This is just one of the facts presented by the project
"If AIDS were 100 People," an event that is part of AIDS
Awareness Week.
AIDS Awareness Week is being held from Dec. 1 to
Dec. 5 with events organized and sponsored by Fairfield's
chapter of FACE AIDS and students currently taking the
course "AIDS in the U.S."
Felicia Lee '10, president of Fairfield's chapter of
FACE AIDS, said the involved students hope to educate the
Fairfield University community and inspire students to help
fight AIDS.
"Having FACE AIDS at Fairfield has been a very good experience," said Lee. "Our goal for this year and in general is
to get more people on campus aware and involved with what
FACE AIDS is doing and how we're helping in the global fight
against HIV/AIDS."
After learning about topics such as AIDS activism in the
U.S. as well as the history of the disease and risk behaviors,
students taking the "AIDS in the U.S." course designed
activities to hold during the week under the guidance of
professor Renee White.
"After completing the AIDS in the U.S. class, I felt really inspired not only to spread the word, but to also do something about it," said Elizabeth Otter '09. "I thought if you are going to talk about it, you have to be about it."
Events for the week include the selling of bracelets and
pins, a screening of the film "A Closer Walk," which interviews those affected by the worldwide crisis, the distribution
of pamphlets, stickers and information on AIDS.
"The proceeds from our bracelet sale will go to Hispanos Unidos, specifically the summer camp they run
for HIV/AIDS affected children, Camp Meechimuk," said
Erika Bruno '09. "The camp focuses on having fun and giv-

ing its children a normal and safe camp experience."
FACE AIDS will be selling pins made by people in
Zambia and Rwanda who are either living with or are some
way affected by HIV/AIDS. According to Lee, all of the
proceeds go to Partners in Health and are put to use for
AIDS medication.
Another event being held for
AIDS Awareness Week is a presenINSIDE:
tation by Fairfield graduate Marco
EDITORIAL
Ambrosio '07 on "Rwanda: From
P. 5
Genocide to Hope." Ambrosio,
who helped to start FACE AIDS at
Fairfield, has traveled around the world to see the impact
of the AIDS pandemic and how other countries have responded to the crisis.
"It is my core belief that individuals whether by themselves or working in concert with others have the ability to
greatly impact their communities," said Ambrosio. "What
is required is action and striving for change because it is in
this work toward justice that we find self-meaning."

Marco Ambrosio, a 2007 graduate
of Fairfield University, will be visiting
campus on Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m.
in the library, to speak
on "Rwanda: From
Genocide to Hope"
and the global health
and social justice
work he has done
since graduation.
AMBROSIO
Ambrosio will be
discussing HIV/AIDS facts and discrepancies and
will be "using Rwanda as an example of despair
to hope."
This event is in recognition of Fairfield's AIDS
Awareness Week and World AIDS Day and is a
part of the Black Studies Program Lecture Series,
"Remaining Awake through a Great Revolution."
"My goal is to show that hope is tangible but
requires action," said Ambrosio. "I want to inspire
all people, from retirees to college students, to see
HIV/AIDS as a social justice issue where all can
make a noted difference."
According to Ambrosio, he hopes to show the
audience "how individuals have the power to impact
their communities, using examples of organizations,
governments, and college students I have met along
the way."
In addition to his travels to Rwanda, Ambrosio
has visited India, Thailand and Nicaragua to study
the impact and effects of AIDS and what is being
done to fight against the pandemic. He is currently
working on a book about his experiences.
While at Fairfield, Ambrosio along with classmate Jennifer Miller '07, who co-founded Fairfield's
chapter of FACE AIDS, a student organization that
increases awareness of AIDS and raises money for
Dr. Paul Farmer's organization, Partners for Health,
by selling red and white pins.
"Wherever and whenever I speak— the pin
is on my lapel because this pin is changing lives
in rural Rwanda and campuses across the United
States," said Ambrosio in his blog.
For their work, Ambrosio and Miller were recognized with the William J.
Kramer Humanitarian Award.
Ambrosio has said that he is looking forward
to returning to Fairfield.
"Fundamentally, I want to call attention to
the issues, engender a link for advocacy, and
inspire action."
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Senior says service trip to New Orleans
will be worthwhile, giving him more to remember

feel guilty about the many opportunities to help which are
available. Everyone expresses their concern and their care
in vastly different ways. However, I sometimes tend to
forget how much I have; this feeling is only magnified in
light of this service trip.
In the beginning, I was flushed with self-righteous
sentiment; I felt like it was an accomplishment that I even

not very good at anyway, fall by the wayside, along with
clarinet, and even, to a degree, journalism. This trip is not
Living at the beach has been a booze soaked, memory
going to give me the answer to life; it's going to show me
saturated, sleep walk along the Point. Ironically, I have
what real, tainted, mortal life actually looks like.
found myself at a loss for words.
I've seen faces of disbelief in response to my decision
FUSA has never been more efficient in the four
to participate in a service trip to New Orleans in January.
years I have been a student here, probably because they
It really is an atypical decision for someone who generare putting student interest ahead
ally writes about the rights of Fairfield
of their own personal agendas. I
students in response to an overbearing,
no longer see Public Safety anyunderhanded, clique riddled University.
more, which means I still have
However, this life of self-indulgence has
my natural rights. And nobody
whittled me down to the core; don't I stand
has brought a gun onto Fairfield
for more than a bottle of Bombay Sapphire
campus, so all seems to be quiet
and an unwavering, Fairfield smile?
on the forefront.
This might sound like a spiritual deal,
Maybe I'm going soft, but
but it is not. That would be such a cliche if
I signed up for a New Orleans
I signed up for a New Orleans service trip
service trip in January as part of
in search of my faith.
Fairfield's Green Campus InitiaI'm participating in this trip so, when
tive (GCI). I feel compelled to
I look back at my senior year, I'll have
admit that I do not recycle and
another recollection outside of a muddled,
I constantly flick cigarette butts
monotonous story about the bar.
wherever there is ground.
Two years ago, I never would have
Why did I sign up? At first, I
seen myself in this position. I was solely
was not quite sure.
concerned with living the college life to
Was it the mix of helping the
its fullest, which is certainly a beautifully
people of New Orleans while also
ugly place.
plundering my body in the French
There's still one more semester left, but
Quarter? That played a small role.
that does not mean that it can be spoken of
It certainly wasn't a strong sense of
yet. Senior year is still ongoing.
Jesuit values; I couldn't afford one
Am I plugging the GCI New Orleans
of those trips. In reality, this trip
trip? I do not have to. The people who
offers me the opportunity to make
are participating in this trip are making a
Contributed Photo
others happy. I had a subconscious Lending a hand ... and some of your winter break: Fairfield Students who are members of the sacrifice few would make. They're donating
sense that giving back to people GCI, will travel to New Orleans in Januarry to aid in disaster relief efforts.
some of their winter break, which is espeless fortunate would offer me a
cially necessary after the hardest semester
perspective that The Grape and the
of college to date. And they're not doing it
signed up for the trip. Then, I had some doubts based on for the adulation of their peers or because it looks good
Beamers of Fairfield could never.
This is certainly not an indictment of people who do the time commitment. The only gig I haven't quit outside on their resume.
not go on service trips, nor am I attempting to make anyone of writing is cigarettes. I've watched sports, which I was
They're doing it for themselves.
BY ANDREW CHAPIN
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Jump Start Your lob and Internship Search:
1. Main an appointment with the Career Planning Center
2. Finalize your resume
3. Get guidance on how to write an effective cover letter
4. Learn about tools and resources for a job/internship search
& Hone your interviewing skills with a mock interview
6. Sharpen your networking skills

Holiday Tip
Utilize every opportunity to network for job* and internships.
For example, if your parents want you to help at their holiday
party, say "yet!" Chances are you will be asked "So, what are
your plan* after school?'
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All eyes on Britney:
Spears rives inside look into her life in new MTV documentary
BY BRIAN PUENTES

words

It was a rare look into the life of Britney
Spears, with moments including everything
from her performance in Times Square to her
epic lip lock with Madonna, although MTV
conveniently did not mention anything about
her infamous 2007 "Gimme-less please"
routine.
On MTV's documentary, "Britney: For
the Record," Spears granted an all-access
pass into the life of a superstar.
Spears was quiet during the show
and was very short in her answers with
host and former-VJ Damien Fahey.
When questioning her, you could
sense Fahey desperation in trying to
get her to talk.
The documentary was filmed
over a course of 60 days with "no
questions left unanswered," as
the opening shot overlooking
the Hollywood Hills explained.
The piece followed Spears' professional life starting with her
appearance at the MTV Video
Music Awards in September.
Larry Rudolph, Spears'
longtime manager and family friend, called it the first
step in Spears' "comeback,"
a term in which she is not
Contributed Photo
too fond.
Britney sets the record straight: Britney Spears came clean this past Sunday in a tell all many
The cameras captured the Pop documentary on MTV.
p a parazQueen's pre-show jitters by cutting
between shots of her biting her nails and sometimes it's an emotion you need to feel zi and people trying to get a picture. It is
amazing to see how well she handles all
when you dance..."
restless feet.
Some of the strongest scenes came the mania. She goes through it with a blank
When Spears was asked whether she
thinks her life is weird, she genuinely re- from her recent trip to New York City where expression on her face like it is just another
she went to mix business and pleasure. This typical day in her extraordinary life.
sponded, "It's all I've ever known."
Spears makes it clear in her commenSpears also commented on the signifi- was the first time you really see Spears in
tary
that she does not want to be pitied or
cance of dancing on her life as her therapeu- the midst of the paparazzi chaos. In one
be
called
a "victim" of fame. She wants
tic outlet, "Sometimes you don't need to use scene, when she tries to go to one of her

people to know that she has
moved forward and is not
looking back. She chooses
to be happy and she said
her children and her career
are what keep her going and
that her dream is to "live on
an island with her children
and a man."
It seems like a simple
wish doesn't it?
But in Spears' world nothing has become simple anymore.
In one of the most memorable
scenes, Spears references her micromanaged life under her conservatorship as being a prisoner in her own
life, "I think it's too in control... .1 never
wanted to become one of those prisoner
people. I always wanted to feel free."
She then began to cry.
As Rudolph said in an interview with
MTV News, Spears' documentary is not
a "fluff" piece. She truly offers a glimpse
into her superstar life. It was interesting to
compare this documentary with her reality
show on UPN a few years ago, which featured her relationship with her ex-husband,
Kevin Federline.
Spears' attitude towards her life and
career has completely changed. She has
become more reserved and is very cautious
of what she does now.
Spears has been to hell and back, and
at the end of the documentary, she said
she wants people to understand that she's
a human just like anybody else. She ends
by saying that she is hopeful for the future
and when the interviewer asks what she
has to say to her fans that do not think she
has said enough.
Spears cleverly responded, "Someday,
I'll write a big mysterious book..."

For book lovers, Twilight' bites but gives a good laugh
and acting was so horrible.
The movie begins with Bella (Kristen
Stewart) moving from Phoenix, Arixona to
Forks, Washington to live with her father
Charlie (the wooden Billy Burke) after
her mother remarries. Bella is instantly
popular as the new girl at school and is
bombarded with offers to be the cover
story of the newspaper and with invitations to the prom. This would have been
mildly believable if everyone in Bella's
new high school did not have an over-thetop quirky personality who added "yo" or
"like" in between every other word.
The only thing Bella seems to be
interested in at school is a strikingly gorgeous loner by the name of Edward Cullen
(Robert Pattinson). The problem is that
Edward seems to be appalled by Bella,
an idea that you are beaten over the head
This movie sucks more than just blood: While the movie may please fans
with as Pattinson gives his best Chuck
of the book series, newcomers may find "Twilight" to be fairly disappointing.
Bass glare for most of the movie. The
glare was even adopted by other members
of Edward's family. His adoptive brother Jasper (Jackson
BY CHRISTEN MECABE
Rathbone) takes it to a new level by looking as if he is going
I'm sorry "Twilight" fans, but with all the hype and ad- to vomit any time the camera is on him. It is clear at this point
vertising this movie was getting, you would think that Nov. that Stewart is the only convincing actor in the film.
After noticing that Edward is pale, cold skinned, doesn't
21 was a national holiday. However, it is unfortunate that the
go
out
into the sun, strong, fast (the list goes on as the words
movie does not live up to the novel.
are
flashed
across the screen), Bella finally realizes that EdWhile "Twilight" the novel is romantic drama, "Twilight"
ward
is
a
vampire,
something that 99.9 percent of the audience
the movie was an unintentional comedy. I wasn't the only
already
knew.
one laughing when I wasn't supposed to. It was hard to tell
Despite Edward telling Bella that he has never wanted
if people were laughing because they were overjoyed to see
a
human's
blood more than hers, she is "unconditionally and
scenes from the book played out on screen, or if the writing

Film: "Twilight"
Director: Catherine Hardwicke
Starring: Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson

irrevocably" in love with him. While this line and many others
may have worked in the book, they don't transfer to the silver
screen. The movie was too loyal to the book, and it turned it
into a campy, cheesy joke.
There may have been some chemistry between the
couple, but it is hard to conceive that they are so in love with
each other that they are willing to risk everything, especially
in such a short amount of time.
Director Catherine Hardwicke tries to shove their connection down your throat with constant montages of them talking
and Bella's emo voice over.
Most attempts at showing the romance are laughable,
especially as Edward jumps from tree to tree with Bella on his
back. I got horrible "Superman Returns" flashbacks.
The villains of the film are not introduced until the last
half hour of the film; the life threatening situation Bella is put in
only seems to serve the purpose of setting up for a sequel.
It does not matter how badly directed, written or acted the
movie was though, because the cast, especially Pattinson, is so
good looking, you don't really care that you wasted $10.
In fact, you will probably want to see it again, especially
if you are a fan of the book. Despite all of this, I liked the
movie - as an unintentional train wreck.

The Student Alumni Association
is holding its annual

BEARS WITH LOVE

drive from November 3rd
to December 12th
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Help us reach our goa
of 3,000 teddy bears
*The bears will be donated to local charities
and children's hospitals*
Remember to pick up a new unwrapped bear
to drop off in BCC 212 or the Alumni House.
You can also bring a bear to the Basketball
games on December 5th and December 7th
as your admission!!!
For questions or more information call the Student Alumni Association at (203) 254-4280.

Please donate a bear and help us put
a smile on a child's face!
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The Killers bring listeners to a new Day & Age

without having to be overdone in some songs. Examples of
this are heard on tracks like, "Joy Ride" and "This is Your
Life." One only needs to listen to the first 30 seconds of
those songs to hear what I mean.
Sometimes it seems that The Killers are trying too hard
to be "epic." This band is so talented that such flamboyant efforts to dazzle audiences are unnecessary. However,
this is only a minor flaw in The Killers latest efforts. This
CD offers a fresh sound with sounds just as impressive as
those on previous albums. The best bets for downloads are
"Neon Tiger", "I Can't Stay", "Losing Touch", "A Dustland
Fairytale" and "The World We Live In." The bonus track,
"Tidal Wave" is a slower song but is also a good listen.
"Dustland Fairytale" helps us transition from "Sam's Town"
to "Day & Age" seeming to be leftover from that album,
referring to chrome-America and county fairs.
"Neon Tiger" is a personal favorite with its addicting
chorus, "But neon tiger there's a lot on your mind / they
promised just to pet you, but don't you let them get you
/ Away, away, oh, run / Under the neon southwest sun."
Similar to the band's video set in the desert just as songs

! Album: "Day & Age"
! Artist: The Killers
j First single: "Human"
Contributed Photo

Pop rock sensations reinvent themselves once again: The Killers strike success once again with its new
album, "Day & Age."
BY COURTNEY KERN

The Las Vegas pop/rock band The Killers has reinvented itself once again with the release of the band's third
studio album, "Day & Age."
"Day & Age" indeed proves to be a change from the
sounds from its most recent b-sides album, "Sawdust" and
its previous sophomore release, "Sam's Town."
"Day & Age" takes some getting used to, although, The Killers debut a new and energizing sound
once again. The Killers pre-released "Human" and
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"Spaceman" off this album. "Human's" video took place
in the desert and its song featured the line "are we human
or are we dancer?" This song sparked some debate and
was bashed by Rolling Stone for featuring confusing and
grammatically incorrect lyrics, often confused as "are we
human or are we denser." Brandon Rowers defended the
lyric, as it was inspired by a quote by author Hunter S.
Thompson.
I worry that listeners will soon need a dictionary to
listen to thesfc songs and hope Rowers does not always look
to quote books to craft his lyrics for future albums. ,
The KillSfs«4?rTcs on
this album have a similar
ambiguity, however, the
unique-thumping- new
beats make up for any
unclear lyrics. "Human"
and "Spaceman" were both
good releases and gave audiences a dose of the band's
even more theatrical music
this time around.
Brandon Flowers'
unique voice is enough

Want more Entertainment?
Go online!

PROUDLY PRESENTS

IN THE
BLINK OF
AN EYE:
TRAVIS ROY

from "Sam's Town" were, this album refers to the "southwest sun" and other things reminiscent of this bands origin
in the country's desert, Las Vegas. Clearly this band is not
trying to be something they are not, but try to display its
many talents as best it can. The Killers' sounds and aspirations are similar to the neon tiger that Flowers urges not to
be "kept" or "caged."
The Killers cannot be stopped and will continue to see
success as long as Brandon Rowers sounds the way he does
and the band continues to support his unique vocals with
guitar riffs and dance-worthy beats.
While you're downloading these songs from "Day &
Age," you should consider downloading "Don't Shoot Me
Santa," the 2007 released single just in time for the holidays.
Brandon Flowers and his band members know what they
are capable of and so long as their loyal fans are willing to
put up with some experimentation, this band will continue
to produce musical magic. The guys of The Killers can do
no wrong as they have proven with their latest album and
have secured their spot in music as one of the most notorious alternative-pop-rock bands ever.

One collegiate hockey players life
changes forever in an instant.
Motivational Presentation on
Redefining Purpose, Direction, &
Hope in the Face of Unforeseen
Qrcunistance
Tuesday, December 9th 2008
Fairfield University Kelley Quick
Center—S :00 pm
$5 Fairfield Students, Staff, Faculty
$10 General Public
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HE said / SHE said

Tina Masciadrelli

The stresses of Christmas shopping
If you, like me, didn't waste
your Thanksgiving break bargain hunting for Christmas
presents, don't worry, there's still
plenty of time for shopping.
Men, more so than women,
procrastinate on this component of
the holiday season for two reasons:
either we're broke or we just can't
think of any good ideas. If you
haven't blown all your summer earnings on mind altering
substances and thus fall
into the latter category, I
feel your pain. No matter who you're shopping
for, the whole ordeal just
seems like a waste of
time if you can't think of
the perfect gift.
Shopping for that special lady friend is always
the worst. When it comes
to clothes and shoes, you
can never remember her
size, lest you offend her. Gift
cards are out of the question, because "you didn't put any thought
into it." And jewelry, while it may
seem like a great idea, never pans
out either. If she doesn't end up
exchanging it, she'll just complain
that it could have been bigger. If
it's truly size that matters, the

only foreseeable Christmas present I can think of is an elegantly
wrapped box held waist high.
Parents are equally frustrating to shop for, but for different
reasons. Often you can never tell
what they want, and they'll blow
you off when you ask them. But
on Christmas morning, there's
always a look of disappointment when your dad opens
a box filled with yet another
tie and when your mom
finds her gift of a picture frame subpar. And
don't get me started on
grandparents, because
I haven't got a clue
what they want.
Shopping for friends,
however, is by far the
easiest and most cost
efficient. Whether it involves trip to the liquor
store or a firm handshake
and a twenty dollar bill, it sure as
hell beats lines at the mall or praying that your online order arrives
before Christmas Eve. And with
friends, regardless of what you
choose to get them, will be selflessly there to share it with you
over Winter Break. Now that's
the true spirit of Christmas.

Merry Christmas and Happy
Holidays! Yes it is that time
of year again, and December is by far the best month
ever. Why is this holiday season
so much fun? Well, because of
presents obviously! Everyone's
favorite holiday is Christmas
because you get showered with
gifts, what's not to love?
Of course we all know this
time of year is about receiving...
and giving too. I'll admit I was at
the mall with my mom on Black
Friday stocking up on holiday dresses at unbeatable
prices. Who said there's
no benefit to being in
a recession? They
were basically giving
stuff away!
But shopping for that
special someone can be
difficult. For boyfriends,
nice watches or oxfords
can be a great holiday gift, but
they can get a little boring. So
girls, why not give the Victoria's
Secret on the Post Road some
business and surprise your man
with some holiday lingerie? It's
the gift that keeps on giving.
Plus, you won't have to stress
about giving the perfect pres-
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ent, because no man in his right
mind would complain about
seeing his girlfriend wrapped
up in ribbons and bows.
Shopping for friends is pretty
easy, and can be fun for everyone. A bottle of Grey Goose for
your roommates lets you have an
instant party, plus drunken holiday cheer all night long.
Shopping for parents
can be a little more frustrating and you always
feel like what you give
«^never lives up to all
the presents they
provide under the
tree for you. But
a thoughtful gift,
a promise to get
good grades and
a vow to stay out of
trouble seems to work
well. Plus, why waste
money on something
that's underwhelming?
So this Christmas, let's try
not to get wrapped up in materials things, because Christmas
would mean nothing at all if we
didn't have friends and family to
share it with. Now go run to the
mall before you chain yourself to
DiMenna during finals week.

«e
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AIRBRUSH TANNING

$20 OFF

ENJOY YOUR FIRST AIRBRUSH SESSION
FOR ONLY $20. CALL TODAY
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT.
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20% OFF
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ANY REGULARLY
PRICED PACKAGE
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10 SESSIONS
BRONZE $29
SILVER $49
TITANIUM $ 139
DIAMOND $169

CALi FQRNTATAN
Tannin©... LOOK GOOD. FeeL GRecm
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Beach Bum Tanning

Stop in to Our Store and
Fill Out tun Entry Form
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NEW. CUSTOMER

UNLIMITED
TANNING
30 DAYS
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13 30 Post Road

(203) 292-6888

COFFEE BREAK
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A NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

©2007 Joshua 0'ConnelI. All Rights Reserved, http:,' / www.in■ pursuit.com

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 -EASY

5

2 6
4 7

3 8
9

1
6 7
1
5 2
1 3 8
9 4
9
2
7 5
4 6
3 5

5 8 1
9
2
5 7
3 6
8
9

1
6 8
9

4
3

PUZZLE #2- MEDIUM

7
8
5
7 3
4
6
5 2
6
8 3 1
2
4
9 2 4
6
4
3 7
2
3 9
7
8
6

PUZZLE #3-HARD

2
5 7
7 4 3 8
8
1
2
3
4
6
3
4
3
9
2
4 5 2
8
7 6

PUZZLE #4-BRi UNFREEZE

3
4 2
1
6
3
7

9

2 1
9
3 8
1
6

6

4
9 1
2
4
3
7 8
5

5 7
2
3 5

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com
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9 4
7
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College Crossword
%*JF ©2007 Joshua O'Connell, All Rights Reserved. http://www.in-ptirsuit.com

Two times the fun

by Joshua O'Connell

ACROSS
I.Egyptian city
6. mischievous fairies
10. Jim Carrey movie
14. a bored feeling
15. presidential candidate
16. prayer ending
17. baseball success (2 Wds.)
19. offer a job
20. small hotels
21. not good
22. evil spirit
23. popular slot machine
27. god of the sky:
29. towards the beach
30. no good
32. tater option, possibly
33. gab
37. how old you are
38. female hog
40. not is
42. not lay
43. interface for music on a computer
45. free type
47. having glue-like properties
49. made home, for a bird
52. what's left after a fire
53. even more problematic
57. read-only memory chip, in
computers
58. owned by both of us
59. famous cookie maker
62. island in the Phillipines
63. this gum uses twins a lot
66. Algerian city
67. a deformed circle
68. new version of Windows
69. famous objectivist Ayn
70. used to protect
71. performer
DOWN
1. money in Ghana
2. unknown author, for short

3. covered with a liquid
4. erases (2 wds.)
5. barrel container, perhaps
6. Chevy model
7. tamest
8. org. for students' supporters
9. pig locale
10. he founded Islam
11. Spanish friend
12. type of finch
13. used a specific joint
18. fade
22. prohibit
24. takes advantage
25. Arab sailing vessel
26. barely detectable amounts
27. Armenian money
28. famous athlete Berra
31. bird trap

34. chemical user, for one
35. for instance
36. door openers
39. bulb rating
41. to attempt, "take a
at"
44. heading to a major city, perhaps
46. beat poet Jack
48. relating to a certain religion
50. type of tree
51. twice as much
53. interior accents
54. Firefox alternative
55. popular style of music
56. Web site address
60. upon
61. it twinkles, it's little
63. classy champagne Perignon
64. female reproductive cell
65. actress Gabor

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Director: Dr. Carole Ann Maxwell, D.5.M.

Inside Outlet
The best deals on contemporary
denim and related sportswear...
Some of the brands we carry: 3 Dots,
AG, Aristocrat, Claudia Ciuti, Citizens of
humanity, Clu, Dondup, Earnest Sewn,
Habitual, Hard Tail, J Brand, James Perse,
Juicy, Mad Design, Michael Stars,
Serfontaine, Seven, Velvet, and many others
Our clothes are ALWAYS half off!

.alldujah!

i?

Christmas Concer
Friday, Dec* 5 8pm
Saturday, Dec* 6 2pm

Earnest Sewn Jeans
Retail $230
IO Price $115
Citizens of Humanity Jeans
Retail $196
IO Price $98
Fairfield University Students Bring your Stagcard and receive an

Tickets available at Quick Center Box Office

additional 2Q% off!

Students- $4
General Admission- $10

119 Post RcL, Fairfield | 203 254 3335 | Hours: Wted.&Thur, 10-6, Fri & Sat 10-

(203) 254-4010
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SHOT OF THE WEEK i
;HE SAID IT...

»
"We'd lost to them two years in a row and
each time someone had gotten hurt or
elbowed in the face.
So we came here ready."

this'week in sport

Junior forward Anthony Johnson to the Connecticut Post on Fairfield's mindset in its
recent win over Holy Cross.

iMEN'S SOCCER

A costly error: Tucker Nathans sat on the ground stunned as the
ball trickled past senior goalkeeper Justin Burse. The own goal proved
to be the difference in Connecticut's 1-0 victory over men's soccer on
Nov. 21 in the first round of the NCAA tournament.
"I look at it as a sin of commission rather than of omission," head
coach Carl Rees said. "I'd rather him work defensively than do nothing
at all. Anyone that knows Tucker knows that he is a warrior."
"I'm very proud of the way the lads represented the University,"
Rees added.
The players echoed Rees' sentiments.
"Some harsh, but true, stuff was said about us after seven games,"
senior defender Tom Clements said. "We needed to work harder and
come together to get results."

;GAME OF THE WEEK

Men's Basketball vs. Iona
Sunday, Dec. 14

Christina Tobia/The Mirror
Tough loss to take: Senior back Tom Clements and sophomore
Tucker Nathans embrace following the Stags loss to UConn in the
NCAA tournament.

Despite the team's pedestrian preseason ranking, Iona has looked every bit of the sleeper
team that many predicted them to be. On
Nov. 21, the Gaels pushed No. 22 Wisconsin
to the brink and nearly pulled off a shocking
upset. As if that is not enough, the Stags likely
remember a 15-point loss to Iona in New Rochelle last January, a game that marked a low
point for the team a season ago.

iSWIMMING AND DIVING

Raking in awards: As if back-to-back victories for both the men's
and women's swimming and diving teams against Manhattan and Bryant were not enough, both teams swept the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC) weekly awards.
Two freshmen — Kekoa Taparra and Lauren Kennedy — were
named MAAC Swimmers of the Week. Taparra paced the men's team
victories with strong times in the 50-meter freestyle and the 200-meter backstroke. Kennedy added her own contribution, as she claimed
triple-winner status with dominant races against both Manhattan and
Bryant this past week.
Conversely, juniors Taylor Stecko and Hillary Urbancic
were named MAAC Divers of the Week for strong showings in
both meets.

IMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Taylor Stecko '10
SPORT: Men's Swimming and Diving
ACfflEVEMENT: Stecko, the MAAC's Male Diver of the Week, tallied first place finishes
against Bryant on both the one-meter board and the three-meter board.

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Lauren Kennedy '12
SPORT: Women's Swimming and Diving
ACHIEVEMENT: Kennedy was a triple-winner against Manhattan and Bryant, claiming victories in the 200-meter individual medley, 200-meter breaststroke, and 200m medley relay.

Intrigue Salon
1275 Post Road

#

Fail-field, CX 06&24

in the Brick Walk (next to Citibank}
203-255-3330

1275 Post Road • Fairfield, CT 06824
In the Brick Walk next to Tiffany Nail
Your One Stop for Hair and Nails
203-254-1015

Student Special
Student Special

*with Student ID
"Junior & Senior Stylists
"Mention student discount
when booking appointment

Man-Wed
Manicure & Pedicure $ 25

Waxing * Facials * Massage * Chair Massage

20% OFF cuts and colors • 10% OFF all products
Men's cuts $18

Day one
and your world matters
Day one. It's not just about work. It's about the chance to make a difference to the wider community
to connect with a diverse range of people and places around the world. Bring your passion and
interests and we'll help find a way for you to contribute to the things that matter to you. From your
very first day, we're committed to helping you achieve your potential. So, whether your career lies
in assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services, shouldn't your day one be at Ernst & Young?

What's next for your future?
Visit ey.com/us/eyinsight and our Facebook page.

^j0Hr
100 BEST

COMPANIES §
TO WORK FOR!

IBI
^

2

Ml ERNST &YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

www.fairfieldmirror.com

SPORTS

Close-knit Fairfield divers making waves
the team's divers perform, or for divers
to line the sides of the pool and cheer
during a heated race.
In terms of overall points, the
leader of the Fairfield men's diving
team is junior Taylor Stecko.
"I feel closer with the divers, but

having such a small team.
"Being on a small team makes it
harder in competition because there is
Think that swimmers are the only
more pressure on each of them to do
ones who contribute to the Fairfield
well," junior Hillary Urbancic said.
swimming team?
Freshmen Andrew Thomsen has
Think again.
a similar take oh the issue.
Contrary to popular
"Teams who have more
belief, the team is actually
divers have more opportunireferred to as the swimming
ties to do well," Thomsen
and diving team, which
said.
means that there is an equalRegardless of the presly important part to the
sures, the team still maxiteam's equation: the divers.
mizes on its chances.
Fairfield's diving team
Stecko has in fact broconsists of four members,
ken a 16-year old record on
three of which are males.
the three-meter board with a
Although a small
score of 410.70.
group, the quartet holds
Another drawback to
its own against schools
the small roster and a dive
with bigger teams.
team in general is the lack
The diving team is not
of publicity.
distinct from the swimThere are many people
ming team. When being
on campus who are unaware
scored at a meet, all of its
that the diving team exists,
points are combined.
much less that it is actually
The points, however,
part of the swimming team.
Contributed Photo
are divided between' the
It often gets overlooked
women's and the men's In the air: Junior Hillary Urbancic is one of only four divers
because swimmers comprise
that contribute to this season's Swimming and Diving team.
team when totaling the
the majority of the roster and
results of a swim meet.
most of a swimming and divThe two teams must practice we get really close
INSIDE:
ing meet revolves around swim races.
separately due to the lack of space, with the swimmers JSTAG-LETEOF!
"We sort of get overlooked, people
but the diving team feels just as close too because we travel : THE WEEK
don't know we are combined," Stecko
with the swim team as. k does with its together and we have
said. "If you look in the bookstore the
p. 14
fellow divers. .
land practices togeth- •
• T-shirts sold only say swimming, they
While some may believe that it er," Stecko said.
don't say diving too."
would be common for some resentStecko added that he likes the
Regardless of its relatively small
ment between the two teams, the divers small size of the team.
size, all of. the members have a good
and swimmers get along very well with
"It allows us to get a lot closer time and really like the team.
each other.
with each other," Stecko said. "We get
"I really like the team, we are so
In fact, it is not uncommon for to know a lot about each other."
close," Urbancic said.
several swimmers to watch intently as
However, there are drawbacks to
—
BY LAURA DOWNEY

Building a winner:
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Williams continues
school spirit legacy
CONTINUED FROM P.
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sports; he wants every sport to increase in fan attendance, which he
refers to as, "Stag Engagement."
Williams and the athletic
department, though, aren't the
only ones trying to help with these
issues on campus.
SAAC, or Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee, is a group
WILLIAMS
of Fairfield athletes that meet to
discuss issues with athletics on
campus. One successful idea the students have put into
place is "Stags Helping Stags."
"'Stags Helping Stags' is basically a program that
makes it mandatory for all athletes to attend at least one
home game of every sport," said junior tennis player
Michaela Cerrone, a SAAC representative.
It's hard to argue with the success of the new program
so far. On Oct. 10, attendance at the women's soccer game
against Niagara reached 110 students; 105 were fellow
student-athletes.
With basketball getting underway, these programs
hope to spark newfound student participation at the games
at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
Over the years, there has been much debate about
whether the basketball teams would be better off playing the majority of their home games on campus at
Alumni Hall.
"Fairfield is trying to build towards a Harbor Yard on
campus." Hutch said. "The first step is for our program
to continue to develop, and that won't happen without
the help of our fans."
"It all starts at the beginning of every season."
Hutch said.
When asked is there was anything the athletes
themselves could do to increase fan attendance at their
games, Williams smiled and responded, "Everyone loves
a winner."

Men's club hockey team looks to improve on
20-win season, national tournament appearance

While Fairfield hockey will face off team pays to play and as a result is always
Mike Pagliuco. Both have proven to be
dominating between the posts in the team's against these rivals in the regular season, poised for team loyalty and consistent efit will also participate in several regional fort from freshmen.
A season ago, Fairfield men's club early-season games.
Freshman defender Brendan Sweeney
The clear-cut vocal leader of this year's tournaments, just as it has in years past.
hockey enjoyed a banner season that lasted
The MET versus College Hockey is looking forward to a strong turnout at the
team is returning head coach Marshall
well into a national playoff tournament.
Only a few months ago, the Stags Richards. Richards served behind the bench East (CHE) showcase, which is typically team's home games again this season.
"I'm really excited about getting the
played in the middle of the regular season,
ended one of the team's best seasons in a season ago in the Stags 20-win season.
This season, Richards tabbed juniors and the league playoffs will mix up play fan buses so we can get some students to the
program history, as the team compiled an
games so they can see Dan Ferrara's amazoverall record of 20-6 and clinched a berth Will McPherson and Curtis as the team's for the team.
ing power play goals," Sweeney said.
Regardless
of
the
team's
hectic
schedule
primary
captains,
both
of
whom
are
joined
in the postseason.
"And of course so everyone can see
—
the
farthest
games
take
the
Stags
four
by
seniors
Dan
Ferrara
and
Ethan
Finley
Despite a 1 -3 record in playoff play,
me
snipe,"
Sweeney added.
hours
north
to
upstate
New
York
—
the
team
as
assistant
captains
the Stags ended their trip to the ACHA
Following
a game on Dec. 3 against
anticipates
that
games
this
season
are
exNow
in
the
team's
sixth
year
of
exnational tournament with a 6-3 victory over
the
County
College
of Morris (CCM), the
pected
to
be
well
played
and
well
attended.
Old Dominion, concluding the visit and the istence, club hockey has evolved into a
Stags
play
in-state
rival
Yale at the WonDespite
facing
common
drawbacks
perennial contender with a consistent,
team's season on an all-time high note.
derland
of
Ice
on
Friday,
Dec. 5.
as
a
club
team
with
no
school
budget,
the
This season is looking just as strong as loyal fan base traveling to the Wonderland
last year's mark, as the team returns a core of Ice in Bridgeport to cheer on the
beloved Stags.
of veterans in a solid lineup.
McPherson, a winger, claimed
With about four offensive lines and
three defensive lines, the club hockey team that he is more than satisfied with the
is looking to win more games and advance turnout at games.
Despite some disparities with
deep into the postseason.
In fact, the team already looks as if the rink and bus transportation for
it is building off of 2007's success. The fans, McPherson maintained that the
Stags have jumped out to a 6-3 record. In crowds always seem to come.
"All of our games are getting
addition, Fairfield is currently ranked six in
the ACHA (American Collegiate Hockey filled up," McPherson said. "We have
a very strong base among families and
Association) Power Rankings.
Despite the decent ranking in the students."
Aside from the team's regularACHA polls, and the fact that the team
seaason
games against MET (Metrolost several key seniors from last year's
politan
Collegiate
Hockey Conferroster, it looks as if this season's version
ence) rivals, the Red Sea can look
is just as talented.
Much of that talent comes from sev- forward to rivalry contests against
eral core players returning on defense and SUNY-Farmingdale and Albany.
McPherson calls the SUNY
in goal.
Some key players include junior Farmingdale rivalry a "friendly" one,
Contributed Khoto
defender Anthony Mamone and both goal- but added that games against Albany Red glory: In 2007, Fairfield men's club hockey team won 20 games and qualified for a national postseason tournament, which culminated with a 6-3 win over Old Dominion.
tenders, junior Kevin Curtis and freshman are always "a fierce battle".

BY COURTNEY KERN
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Patriot Games

Despite loss to Cornell,
women's basketball
seeing growth
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Larry Morgenweck/Contributed Photos
On guard: Led by the scoring touch of sophomore Warren Edney (above), the Stags have won three consecutive games.

Men's basketball extends winning streak to three with wins over
Patriot League champion American and Holy Cross
BY TOM CLEARY

Two games. Two hard-fought
battles. Two victories.
That was the result when Fairfield
faced-off against two of the Patriot
League's best teams this week.
"We are playing good basketball
and we continue to show progress,"
Cooley said. "In the past, we would
have lost games like this."
The Stags' (4-3) three-game winning streak began on Nov. 23 when
they defeated Chattanooga 61-42 in
their final game in Puerto Rico for the
tip-off tournament, salvaging the trip
after two blowout losses to Virginia
Tech and Missouri.
Back at Alumni Hall on Saturday night, Fairfield delivered a much
needed 82-73 non-conference win over

American, the team picked first in the
Patriot League.
The Stags were led by senior guard
Jon Han, who scored 20 points and was
3-for-5 from the three-point range. As a
team Fairfield was 12-for-18 from beyond
the arc.
Three straight three-pointers by
sophomore Warren Edney, who had
15 points on the game, Han and senior
Herbie Allen, who had 13 points, sparked
the Stags on a 14-3 run with just under
five minutes to play in the game to seal
the victory.
"I have been hearing for two years
that we can't shoot the ball," Cooley said
"But we are very opportunistic. The right
guys shoot the ball for us.
"You can't have people who are blind
shooting, you need two eyes focused on
what they are trying to do," he said.
Fairfield followed up that game

A Red Sea vet returns:
BY RYAN BERTHOD

Loud chanting. Shirtless crazy
fans. Face paint. Sold out events.
These things are what the Fairfield
Athletic Department dream of, and
it won't stop trying until the University gets it.
Fairfield University has 20
Division I athletic teams, but often
times the attendance is not where
the athletic department would like
to see it.
Two years ago. Athletic Director Gene Doris hired Roy Brown to
be director of marketing and created
the Stags in the Stands program to attempt to boost the amount of students
that come to games.
Now, the athletic department
has found this initiative so important

that it created a graduate assistant
position with the responsibility of
overseeing marketing promotions
and fan development.
When the department began to
search for someone to help lead this
new program, it chose a graduate
that is infamous to Fairfield fans,
remembered by most for his red
wig,.loud voice and body paint.
This position if filled by Hutchinson "Hutch" Williams, former twotime FUSA president and Fairfield
fan legend.
Williams has replaced his cape
with dress pants, and is serving as
head of the two-year graduate assistant program while also pursuing
his MBA.
"One of my jobs is to encourage people to go to these sporting

with a trip to another Patriot League
foe, Holy Cross, on Monday, looking for revenge after a close loss last
year, a game in which Han left with a
bloodied nose and the Stags were left
wondering what it would take to win a
close game.
This time the Stags never trailed
in the game and rolled to a 78-66 victory. Again Han led the way, scoring 18
points and dishing out 18 assists. Junior
forward Anthony Johnson stepped up to
score a game-high 20 points. With the
win, Fairfield's record moved over .500
for the first time in Cooley's career.
"We're making small strides,"
Cooley said to the Connecticut Post.
"This is two games in a row where coming down the stretch it got tight, but we
were resilient. They're defending with
a purpose, sharing the ball and it looks
like the kids are having fun out there."

After a one-point comeback win
over Sacred Heart, women's basketball
coach Joe Frager said that he saw some
growth from his team, which was still
sorting out the integration of three
freshmen and life without last year's
leading scorer, Sabra Wrice '08.
"Even when we got behind in the
game, there was a different look on
their faces," said Frager. "At halftime
LOWENTHAL
and going into the overtime session,
even though they were disappointed they didn't win, I think
when they stepped out on the court, they had a positive attitude.
There were a couple times this year when we got down, they
didn't have that confident look.
"Hopefully we'll build on this," Frager added.
The Stags followed up that overtime win with another
comeback win on the road against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne.
However, Fairfield suffered a setback when it lost 58-54 at
Cornell on Monday, dropping its record to 3-3 overall.
"I think we did go 100 percent all of the time," said senior
Baendu Lowenthal, who led the team with 18 points in the
loss. "We had a great effort, but we didn't always execute."
Cornell shot 52.4 percent from the field in the second
half to rebound from a one-point halftime deficit.
"I think we have to work on the mental aspect," said
Lowenthal. "We have to remember when we are up, we are
up and to keep playing hard on defense."
Four of the Stags six games have been decided by six
points or less, with Fairfield going 2-2 in those games.
"I think (the close games) will be helpful as long as we
learn from them," said Lowenthal. "We have to take the positives and reflect on the negatives and build off them."
The Stags begin the first portion of their MAAC conference schedule this weekend on Friday night in Jersey City
against St. Peter's, then follow up with a home game against
Iona on Sunday.
For more, including additional insight from Coach
Frager, log onto mirrorsport.blogspot.com.

WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR
Friday, 7:30pm
@ St. Peter's
Sunday, 1pm
vs. Iona
The Arena at Harbor Yard

Former FUSA President Hutchinson Williams
continues work on campus with Fairfield Athletics marketing

events," Williams said. "If you
see it, and actually come to these
games, you're going to see good
(games). I believe fans will
come back."
Williams has helped put
various promotions in place
for every fall sport in order to
encourage fan attendance, ranging from T-shirt give-a-ways to
free pizza.
"I love going to sports on
campus (and) the new promotions and give-a-ways have been
an added bonus," said junior
Brad Gorson.
Williams also made it clear
that he isn't just trying to get
fans to come to the most popular
SEE "WILLIAMS" ON P.

jINSIDEOPCJRTSl CLUB HOCKEY BEGINS 2008 CAMPAIGN P. 15;

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
A Stag-tastic transition: Former FUSA President and fearless leader of the Red Sea
(above) Hutchinson Williams is settling into his new role on campus. Williams currently
works with assistant athletic director for marketing Roy Brown in Fairfield Athletics.
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